PURPLE PATCHES INSIGHT UPDATE EDITION

Junior Campus Music Concert

You are invited to the Inaugural Christian Brothers College
Old Scholar-Year 12 Student Mentoring Breakfast
As part of the CBC Festival of Futures Careers Week

Monday 3 July 2017 – 7.30am to 9.00am
CBC Gymnasium, 214 Wakefield Street, Adelaide
For further information contact Ms Sally Cranney
(scranney@cbc.sa.edu.au  P 08 8400 4200)

Justice and Solidarity
We are committed to justice and peace for all, grounded in a spirituality of action and reflection
that calls us to stand in solidarity with those who are marginalised and the Earth itself.

Faith Excellence Community Compassion

A Birth-12 Catholic College for boys in the Edmund Rice Tradition
SA Refugee Week Poster Competition

Last term, the Year 11 Design students entered the SA Refugee Week Poster Competition. Eight posters were chosen from the class to be submitted. The number of entries were limited by the competition organisers.

There were 330 submissions from 43 schools and institutions; 75 posters were selected for the exhibition and these to four award winning posters were chosen from Primary, Secondary and Tertiary categories.

These Awards were announced and presented by the Minister for Education and Child Development the Hon Susan Close MP at the exhibition launch on Monday 19 June at the Hawke Centre Gallery, UniSA.

Of the eight CBC posters submitted for consideration, four were chosen to be exhibited. This is a great achievement for the design class and an indication of the quality of work generated by the design students. Their work showed a varied approach to this topic and also allowed them to explore a variety of mediums and style to achieve their final pieces. It also forced them to explore issues that they may not have considered before when trying to express a challenging topic with one image.

The work was done using traditional methods to begin with and included brainstorming and problem solving techniques. Once the ideas had been developed, they were transferred to the computer and a digital final was produced. The finals were printed on the large format printer.

Congratulations to Billy Wong, Kieran Lennon, Joshua Ruggiero and Thomas Costanzo whose works were chosen.

A special congratulations to Thomas Costanzo whose poster won the award for Best Poster in the Secondary School category.

Mr Dorianno Lopresto
Art Coordinator

Stop turning back the boats!

What happened to the Great Australian Dream?

CBC Supporter Hats
$25 each or $45 for two
If you would like to purchase give Ji Allen a call or text
Ph 0425 763 474
All proceeds will go to the CBC Rowing Club

Year 12 students and Parents/Guardians are warmly invited to attend the Year 12 Tertiary Information Evening

Tuesday 4th July, 2017, 6.30pm – 7.30pm
Walsh Lecture Theatre, Christian Brothers College

Learn how to successfully transition from CBC to University.

This presentation for students and parents/guardians will cover important information regarding 2018 University Applications, ATAR calculations, Scholarships, Bonus Points, GPAs, Course Transfer and applying through SATAC.

RSVP Ms Sandra Mitchell (CBC Careers/VET Co-ordinator) via smitchell@cbc.sa.edu.au

Left: Thomas Costanzo’s Winning Poster
Above (from top): Posters by Kieran Lennon, Joshua Ruggiero, Billy Wong
FEELIN’ GROOVY
THE SONGS OF SIMON AND GARFUNKEL

SUNDAY JUNE 25
7PM ARKABA HOTEL
TICKETS FROM CABARETFRINGEFESTIVAL.COM
150 GLEN OSMOND ROAD, FULLARTON | PH 08 8338 1100 | ARKABAHOTEL.COM.AU

CBC Musical Talent
John Stoddart Year 11 (above) is performing in Stars of Tomorrow in Song as part of the Cabaret Festival at the Space Theatre on Saturday June 24 (1pm session).

Old Collegian Marcus Barricelli (2013) graduated from Adelaide University with a Jazz Performance degree and will be performing in a Simon and Garfunkel show on Sunday 25 June at the Arkaba Hotel.
**Open A Basketball**

**CBC 56 defeated Norwood Morialta HS 39**

This was a very tough game by any standard. The score does not reflect the intensity nor how closely the game was contested. NMHS fielded a very talented side with excellent 3-point shooters and jump shooters in the key. We really had to step up a notch to come up with a win. Full credit to the CBC side to get over the line.

It was an even tussle in the first three quarters where scores shifted between the one and two margin. Our goal was to win all four quarters. This we did. The defining quarter was the fourth where we outscored NMHS by 10 points. We were able to increase a slim lead of 7 points to 15 to seal the match.

Our start was promising but we started to coast and NMHS came back at us with some aggressive drives and accurate three point shots, which connected. We changed tactic to tighten our defensive structure to man-to-man, intensify our defensive and offensive rebound intensity and outlet passes. We also had to work on getting the offensive rebounds. The combination passes was another of our strong points as was the intensity of scrambling for the loose ball.

Communication and passing the ball around kept us in the hunt. We did squander a few opportunities with wayward passes and unnecessary 3-point attempts when other options are were available.

We won this tightly contested game because we did the little things right. When you multiply the little things over four quarters, it does make a difference in the final score. Having said that, I have to acknowledge the individual brilliance of each player at difference phases of the game. Win, lose or draw is a team responsibility and we have to own it. Great to see all members of the team supporting each other. That is our strength.

Quo Vals. We are currently on top of our division and pool. A win next week will see us directly into the play offs in our division.

Jaidzems played great defence and this was seen with strong rebounds in the defensive and offensive end. He was also active in a transitioning defence to offence with a good steal. Contributed 7 points to the books. Dalwood made the last two quarters his own playing with a good steal. Contributed 7 points to the books. He was also active in a transitioning defence to offensive.

Navarre played an excellent game with some unbelievable rebounds and to bring the ball back into play. His intensity in both defence and offence is something that the other players have to emulate. A MacBaird his job perfectly in defence and offence, His ‘floater’ shots are quite accurate and I look forward to more. For a smaller player he astounded with his defensive rebounds. Not to be outdone, he also was instrumental in some steal at critical moments in the game. He contributed 10 points to the score sheet.

**Middle A Basketball**

**CBC 56 defeated Norwood Morialta HS 27**

Point Scorers: Wil G 26pts, James M 13pts, Jesse B 8pts, Julian C 5pts, Brodie W 4pts

A great game for the boys both defensively and offensively. Our full court press defence gave the boys many opportunities to steal the ball with forced turnovers. The steals contributed to many easy points on fast breaks. Julian and Brodie lock down the opposition from getting over half court foring the opposition to throw bad passes. Assist came from Austin and Jessey’s sharp passes which set up many open opportunities inside the key. James and Wil’s good positioning lead the team to be our top scorers which ensured the teams strong and comfortable win.

Overall a great team game and shows the capabilities the team can achieve when working together.

Written by Jessey Andrei Bautista

**Middle B Basketball**

**CBC 39 defeated Norwood Morialta HS 16**

The Middle Bs this week were playing against Norwood Morialta. The first quarter was not our best offensive quarter. We didn’t let Norwood score but we missed many chances. In the second quarter we started our usual play. We were passing the ball around and taking the chances we got. Ryan Mundy was very unlucky with some of his layups because the ring was crooked, as did the rest of the team. Ryan redeemed himself with some brilliant rebounds and enabling our score to increase. Jake played his usual game scoring points and defending well. Cooper, Harry and Carson were taking shots and making them as well as defending well. Awak played his best game yet getting points and blocking one of the tallest players in their team. I played a good defensive game getting blocks and steals, which led to points.

Overall the team played a good game and we are hoping to continue our unbeaten streak for our next game. Written by Abhinav Rajan

Thank you to all parents who support the boys by getting them to the matches and cheering them on. Also a big thank you to Mr Mundy for scoring during the game.

**Mr Emmanuel Gaitaneris**

Coahc

---

**Open C Basketball**

**Norwood Morialta HS 45 defeated CBC 33**

There were many positives to come out of a losing game. It was pleasing to see the team take the game on and take risks. Kevin Liao and Alex Ford controlled the boards. Their rebounding was exceptional. Kevin began to use his height advantage to score 9 points. Logan Dwyer had another solid game scoring 9 points. Both Scott Bradbrook (4pts) and Logan Griffin (1pt) worked tirelessly in defence. Alec Nguyen had an outstanding game scoring 11 points. The areas we need to work on this week is our passing in defence.

**Mr Tony Carriero**

Coach

---

**Congratulations**

The Road Cycling State Championship was held on 10 June in Williamstown – a course covering approximately 13km in distance. William Holmes represented the South Coast Cycling Club and came in 1st Place in the Under 13 combined division.

Congratulations William. Doing it both on the road and on the track.

Congratulations to Jonathan D’Arrigo, Mason Ayoubi, Christian Lacanale and Franco Caruso who were also chosen for the SARPASA North Adelaide District Soccer Team. A large number of boys trialled and only a select few were chosen to represent the North Adelaide district. These boys will be part of the team representing North Adelaide in a number of competitions.

Matthew Di Matteo was selected to train with Adelaide United Reserves squad following his trip to Spain in April. This is a wonderful opportunity for Matthew to be considered for the Reserves team. We congratulate Matthew on his achievement to date.

We wish to congratulate Tupu-Jonty Malevaini who has been selected to represent South Australia in the School’s Championships at Gold Coast Rugby Carnival 2017 in July. He has been in training with the South Australian squad for the last two months. This is the second time that TJ has been selected to play in this competition and the ninth time that TJ has represented the State in Rugby. We wish you well TJ.

Well done boys!
Middle C Basketball
CBC 56 defeated Norwood Morialta HS 8

The game against Norwood Morialta was a very successful game, with the result being 56-8 and CBC getting the win. We started the match off very well, attacking as much as we could and we are a lot. Our defensive pressure was great, with most of the opposition's passes and shots being intercepted and blocked. Most of the time our defence caused them to turn over the ball and we stopped them getting good shots in. By the end of the first half, the opposition only scored 2 points due to our strong defence. We also made many smart passes and were barely turning the ball over to the other team. By the end of the match, the opposing team only scored 8 points and we went on to beat them by 48 points. Written by Isaac Marafiotti
Ms Wen Ben
Team Manager

DEBATING

Junior Debating
CBC defeated Loreto College
CBC won by 3 points

The topic of the debate was, “That we should ban reality TV”, CBC was arguing against the ban of reality TV. Lachlan Hancock, Jonathan Sawers and Jake Koolen presented the arguments reasonably well, with excellent manner, matter and method (structure). Jonathan in particular used the economic benefits of Reality TV and elaborated on it with 3 major points which the adjudicator said was what made CBC won the debate by 3 points. Well done boys on a great debate!

Ms Nhu Trinh
Debating Coordinator

FOOTBALL

First XVIII Football
Scotch College 22.10 (142) defeated CBC 6.9 (45) (20 May)

Best Players: Thomas Daniel, Michael Frederick, Thomas Altomore, Marcus Costanzo, Lewis D’Antonio

An entertaining contest held on a beautiful autumn day on Scotch's main oval CBC battled bravely. A young CBC team was presented their arguments exceptionally well, with excellent manner, matter and method (structure). Jonathan in particular used the economic benefits of Reality TV and elaborated on it with 3 major points which the adjudicator said was what made CBC won the debate by 3 points. Well done boys on a great debate!

Melbourne Boys' College

First XVIII Football
Immanuel 17.15 (117) defeated CBC 7.9 (51) (3 June)

Best Players: Michael Frederick, Thomas Daniel, Sam Daniel, Jake Carbone, and James Ridgewell

We are happy to see that we have continued to improve on our kicking and decision-making. Our second half was unacceptable. We have addressed the game and we look forward to being able to sustain a greater effort for longer periods in the coming weeks.

Our fitness component is the major issue that we are faced with as a team. I have asked the boys to train with purpose and at high intensity, this will translate into wins.

We play Saint Michaels College at CBC this Saturday and would love to get as many people as possible along to support us against one of the powerhouse teams of 1st XVIII Football.

Let’s get the job done this weekend!

St Michaels 11.9 (75) defeated CBC 5.4 (34) (27 May)

Best Players: Martin Frederick, Thomas Daniel, Sam Danielie, Lewis D’Antonio

On a cold and wet Saturday, CBC First XVIII were put to the text against another prestigious and talented football school in Saint Michaels. In front of a decent crowd, the boys were shining. As I walked to the line, I looked across at the opposition coaching team. Andrew McLeod was informing his team on what he wanted, I was star struck!

Throughout the week our focus was applying constant pressure at the drop ball, something that is a crucial element in our game plan. I wanted the boys to have confidence and look to play fast at all times.

The first quarter we dominated possession and won the majority of clearances in the forward. I knew the balance of movement was good enough to punish the opposition defence. Our forward line weren’t presenting, this was a major issue throughout the game. At quarter time break we went in only 7 points down, the boys were putting in a great fight.

2nd Quarter, was nothing less than excellent, except we couldn’t finish when going forward. We again had a lot of possession, our defence were winning their individual battles and the midfield was on top. Thomas Daniel provided excellent run of the halfback line, with Martin Frederick tirelessly moving the ball forward with speed and acceleration. Danielle and Ridgewell battled fiercely, looking to move the ball down towards our forward line. St Michaels were able to kick a couple of quick goals at the end of the quarter, to which we addressed at half time.

Our second half was unacceptable. We have addressed the game and we look forward to being able to sustain a greater effort for longer periods in the coming weeks.

Thank you to all the parents that came out, you support is always appreciated.

We take on another powerhouse team in Immanuel College. An exciting challenge that will test us both physically and mentally.

Immanuel 17.15 (117) defeated CBC 7.9 (51) (3 June)

Best Players: Michael Frederick, Thomas Daniel, Sam Daniel, Jake Carbone, and James Ridgewell

Having lost to Immanuel College last year (2016) by 120 points, I was interested to see how the boys would tackle this awesome opportunity against one of the top 5 best football schools in the state. Having had fantastic learning experiences in previous weeks, I witnessed a young team bring constant heat and pressure to the opposition in the first quarter, which led to CBC only being 13 points down at quarter time.

Our ball movement out of defence was exceptional, our link on play created fast and exciting football in which Immanuel had difficulty defending. Kenmore in his first game back provided the opportunity to take on new opportunities in which saw CBC continuously battle and keep close to Immanuel at halftime. I was pleased to see that our forwards were providing movement up the field and pressing into the opposition backline. Michael Frederick and James Calabria were battling with extreme intensity to win the ball on the wing, outspreading the opposition. This led to plenty of single shot football, getting the ball out of the Immanuel defence.

Immanuel came out guns blazing during the 3rd term and were able to dictate play from the bounce, kicking several goals that were unmatched by CBC. Our effort and intent was still there. We had equal possession, but couldn’t capitalise when going forward. With fatigue our defence started to tire, with certain defenders not being accountable for their player. Jake Carbone continued to win his contests and look to get the ball moving forward, which was excellent to see considering this is Jake’s 4th game of senior football.

I was proud of the effort. Our skill execution hurt us late in the game and with two serious injuries to Harrison Webb and Oliver Shilton the CBC team were more than ready to go for their first win on the bench. As I reflect on the game, I have seen a major improvement in the group’s attitude from Round 1 until now. We set high standards as a group, and we want to win every game we play. We played a young team in the first 5 rounds, I have seen this as excellent learning for the CBC boys.

I want them to continue to have confidence and play on our terms. After the long weekend we are versus Adelaide High. A great opportunity to put immense pressure on the opposition midfield and defenders going forward with ball. The forwards were active in their movement; Harrison Webb and Oliver Shilton were extremely dangerous providing delivery in scoring goals and forward pressure. CBC kicked 7 goals in the 2nd Qtr, our speed and ability to accelerate allowed us to punish Adelaide High. Going into the 2nd half we were down two rotations. Liam Burnt broke his nose and Michael Frederick who was dominating in the game received a nasty cut below his eye just before halftime. The 3rd quarter we battled hard and still continued to get the ball forward, we just couldn’t hit the scoreboard like we did in the 1st Half. Adelaide High got some momentum and kicked a couple of quick goals. It was simple; the CBC boys went away from the game plan to try and put immense pressure on the opposition midfield and defenders. With fatigue our defence started to tire, with certain defenders not being accountable for their player. Jake Carbone continued to win his contests and look to get the ball moving forward, which was excellent to see considering this is Jake’s 4th game of senior football.

C CBC 13.8 (86) defeated Adelaide High 11.15 (81) (17 June)

Best Players: Sam Daniel, Thomas Daniel, Harrison Webb, Marcus Costanzo, James Ridgewell

At the start of the training week, we reflected on the previous game against Immanuel. I made it clear to the team that we have the ability to beat Adelaide High. From that moment I sensed excitement and I knew that the CBC team were more than ready to go for their first win on the board for the season. This effort, excitement and endeavour was exposed in our first half against Adelaide High.

Our ball movement was superior in the first half with the transition coming out of defence being too fast for the Adelaide High defence. Thomas Daniel led the defenders in switching the ball and accelerating the play allowing our wingman in Will Strange and Michael Frederick to have time and space to put immense pressure on the opposition midfield and defenders going forward with ball. The forwards were active in their movement; Harrison Webb and Oliver Shilton were extremely dangerous providing delivery in scoring goals and forward pressure. CBC kicked 7 goals in the 2nd Qtr, our speed and ability to accelerate allowed us to punish Adelaide High. Going into the 2nd half we were down two rotations. Liam Burnt broke his nose and Michael Frederick who was dominating in the game received a nasty cut below his eye just before halftime. The 3rd quarter we battled hard and still continued to get the ball forward, we just couldn’t hit the scoreboard like we did in the 1st Half. Adelaide High got some momentum and kicked a couple of quick goals. It was simple; the CBC boys went away from the game plan to try and put immense pressure on the opposition midfield and defenders. With fatigue our defence started to tire, with certain defenders not being accountable for their player. Jake Carbone continued to win his contests and look to get the ball moving forward, which was excellent to see considering this is Jake’s 4th game of senior football.
Year 2 Football

CBC 13.8 (88) defeated Burnside Primary 5.10 (40)

CBC were unstoppable! A great team effort by the Year 2’s this week. The boys’ skills are improving, as is the accuracy of their kicks resulting in a great goal-scoring record.

It was also wonderful to see the generosity of spirit of Marco, Jordi, Jonan, and Hayden - each played a quarter for the opposition. Not only did these boys offer to help Burnside, but every one of them played their best whilst on the other team. Well done boys.

A special mention to the goal kickers this week; Dante, Francesco, Hayden, Angas and Lucas.

Thank you to the parents, who with each week help out scoring, time keeping, and also display encouragement and support.

Ms Vanessa Mortimer
Team Manager

Open A Soccer

Prince Alfred College 2 defeated CBC 1

Goal Scorer: Morris Dahn
Best Players: Adrian Cochrane, Tony Ton, Finley Dunford

The first half was definitely our game. There was intelligent, skilful play. All in all, there were no real moments of panic and we were well in control. While CBC scored a penalty in the last minute, the team hadn’t really mustered any pressure on the goal.

The second half saw the game get a bit more physical and intense, with CBC showing some great spirit and resilience.

Our strategies worked well, and the team continued to push forward, scoring two more goals in the second half, with Jordan showing he is a talented player scoring two more goals in the last two minutes of the match.

Goal Scorers: Oliver Hoptroff, Dylan Klose

Year 3 Div 2 Football

Magill Primary 9.6 (54) defeated CBC 5.3 (33)

Despite the cold crisp air surrounding the spectators on the sidelines, the boys in blue and white, the team appeared not to be phased at all by the cold.

Three minutes into the start of the game, Nikita scored the opening goal! Shortly after, Austin Wilks stood firm on the goal line to secure a fabulous mark in front of goals. He followed this through by scoring his first goal for the season. It seemed that the challenge was on!

It continued well with the boys showing their improvement in the area of marking the ball on field. Jordan showed he is a talented player scoring two more goals in the opening minutes of the second quarter, however Magill found their ground and commenced their comeback.

Although Austin Freer scored another goal in the third quarter, it wasn’t enough to secure the win.

Special mention to Oliver Ryan and Austin Freer who showed how well they are able to mark the ball; just like the pros.

To all our players who, yet again, played in different positions for the opposition team in order to bring an even spread of numbers on the field – well done – even with the odds stacked against us.

Team Manager

Mr James McPherson
Team Manager

Open Table Tennis

CBC defeated Mercedes

It may have been the weather. That still cold cow’s breath steam of early mornings we exhale to get to training twice a week or it may be the Friday afternoon’s in the same cold with better places to be after a week in classrooms. Either way we picked a scratch team of takers, boarded the Toyota and headed into the leafy green of the Easter suburbs. Mercedes’ carpark is at the end of the winding road; the players pointed out the Mercedes’ carpark is at the end of the winding road;

It was clear from the outset of the game that both sides were quite evenly matched. Both teams were able to hold possession of the ball and move into their respective attacking half, while CBC having two solid attempts in the first quarter of play. Sacred Heart then replied and capitalized on a corner to open the scoring for the match.

CBC fought well and replied in turn, with Oliver Hopcroft putting a shot in the back of the net for CBC’s first goal. The goal was followed up with a not strictly necessary, yet entertaining celebratory knee slide right in front of the opposition sidelines...

The match from this point was evenly fought between sides. Great work from Pier Chicozzi and Patrick Bilar in defence cut off a number of good plays from Sacred Heart. Gabriel Lewis would have well and truly earned himself a pay rise for his excellent performance in goals if we were a professional side; instead he will have to make do with a double ration of TV snacks at the half time break for the rest of the season!

Sacred Heart scored two more goals in this time to put them in the 3-1 lead, until Dylan Klose scored with a somewhat unconventional yet interesting shot from his knee from another corner.

Other excellent performances came from Jordan Chicozzi and Emile Abraham, who put in a huge effort to stay with the ball and out run the opposition on numerous occasions in the midfield. We also welcome John Palumbo and Luca Marafioti to the side, who showed great commitment and fitness in the midfield and forward line.

Sacred Heart managed to put one more goal on the board during the last half to finish the match with a 4-2 victory.

This match was probably the best the boys played as a team, showing consistent improvement in their performance in numerous areas on field. Well done for a well fought game!

Mr Brett Linke
Team Manager